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Different LoRaWAN Channel Access Approaches
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Abstract—The growing popularity of LoRa-based solutions,
such as weather, environmental, and climate monitoring, has
resulted in larger LoRaWAN deployments and increased network
load. However, the random channel access method used in
LoRaWAN leads to higher message collision probabilities and po-
tential data loss, diminishing the network’s energy efficiency. This
paper addresses this issue by proposing a hardware-independent
model that assesses energy consumption and efficiency in differ-
ent LoRaWAN channel access approaches. Through simulation
and analysis of real energy values, we provide insights and
recommendations for optimizing the network performance and
energy usage. This study fills a research gap and contributes to
the development of more robust and energy-efficient LoRaWAN
systems for various application areas.

Index Terms—LoRaWAN, Channel Access, Energy Consump-
tion, Energy Efficiency, Model

I. INTRODUCTION

The recent opening of Amazon Sidewalk to the public is the
next milestone in the success history of LoRaWAN. Amazon
Sidewalk promises coverage by a widespread wireless network
using Bluetooth, Frequency Shift Keying, and LoRa as access
technologies [1]. The Amazon Echo and Ring devices function
as gateways and provide cloud connectivity to Internet of
Things (IoT) devices [2]. This leads to an easy access to
LoRaWAN for more than 90 % of the US population [2], [3].

This extended accessibility will even accelerate LoRaWAN
adoption, while an annual growth rate of more than 40 %
is already predicted until 2032 [4]. The popularity is not
surprising, as LoRa, the physical layer technology used in
LoRaWAN, promises cheap sensors supporting transmissions
across long distances with very little energy consumption [5].
For that reason, LoRaWAN is the ideal solution for various
IoT use cases from simple weather monitoring to metering in
Smart Cities, or environmental monitoring tasks.

Despite the benefits of a simple and cost-effective Lo-
RaWAN, the current random channel access lacks interference
protection, resulting in message collisions and data loss. To
address this issue, research focuses on improved LoRaWAN
channel access, specifically listen before talk and time schedul-
ing [6], [7], [8]. However, additional functionality introduces
complexity and impacts the energy consumption of end de-
vice. Existing literature quantifies LoRa transmission energy
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consumption [9], [10] or models transmission cycles with
different access approaches [11]. Yet, these studies often focus
on the LoRa transceiver alone and lack guidelines for selecting
optimal channel access approaches based on transmission
scenarios, energy consumption, and hardware independence.

To address this gap in the literature, we propose an energy
model for LoRaWAN that quantifies the energy requirements
for different tasks during data transmission. By normalizing
the energy with the optimal LoRa transmission scenario, we
can assess the energy required for a complete transmission
across various channel access methods, including random
access, listen before talk, and time scheduling. Without relying
on specific hardware constraints, our model allows for com-
parisons of energy efficiency in different scenarios, parameter
settings, network conditions, and loads. We validate our model
through a lightweight simulation of LoRaWAN channel ac-
cess, enabling numerical evaluations and informed conclusions
about the most energy-efficient transmission option.

To this end, the contribution of this work is threefold.
First, we propose a general energy consumption and energy
efficiency model, considering different channel access ap-
proaches, network and load situations, and expected collision
probability in a LoRaWAN that is applicable for various
hardware. Second, we present a way to model listen before talk
for LoRaWAN, including the hidden node problem, listening
for messages on the channel, and transmission back-offs to
avoid collisions. Lastly, we give suggestions for channel access
selection in different network load situations with focus on
high energy efficiency based on our model and a comprehen-
sive simulation study. With these contributions, we answer the
following three research questions.

• RQ1: Is it possible to model a LoRaWAN with differ-
ent channel access approaches and the resulting energy
consumption, usable for various underlying hardware?

• RQ2: Which parameters and metrics influence the energy
consumption and the energy efficiency of LoRaWAN
channel access approaches?

• RQ3: What is the best channel access approach for
LoRaWAN from an energy efficiency point of view,
dependent on the load in the network?

The remainder is structured as follows. Section II presents
background information and summarizes related work. Sec-
tion III introduces our energy model and introduces details
for each channel access approach. Afterwards, we present our
simulation to validate the model and define validation and
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evaluation scenarios in Section IV and evaluate the scenarios
in Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

This section covers an introduction to data transmission with
LoRa in a LoRaWAN, different channel access approaches,
and several metrics to describe the quality of a LoRaWAN.
A special focus on energy consumption and energy efficiency.
At the end, related work is discussed.

A. LoRa and LoRaWAN

LoRa is used as physical layer modulation technique in
LoRaWAN. Its key parameters, required to understand the
remainder of this work, are the spreading factor, the band-
width, the LoRa message size, and the time on air to transmit
messages. With the spreading factor (SF) that determines the
number of raw bits a symbol carries, and the bandwidth (BW),
the symbol rate R can be expressed as R = BW

2SF . A spreading
factor in LoRa is in the range of SF 7 to SF 12, and the
typically used bandwidth for LoRa in Europe is 125 kHz.

Messages in LoRa contain a preamble and 4.25 symbols for
synchronization, followed by an optional header, and the actual
payload [7]. The typical preamble length is eight symbols
and 20 bits for the header. Furthermore, a LoRa message
contains a cyclic redundancy check, an optional data rate
optimization, and a coding rate for the forward error correction
code. The coding rate can be between (4/5) and (4/8). In
this work, we use an eight symbol preamble, an enabled
header, enabled cyclic redundancy check, and no low data
rate optimization. The used coding rate is (4/8), where each
symbol is coded by two symbols. Details about the payload
follow in the methodology section. Further information about
LoRa’s physical layer and messages is available, e.g., in [12],
[13]. Last, to understand LoRa transmissions and the time a
LoRa transmission blocks a frequency channel, the time on
air needs to be investigated. It is calculated by multiplying the
message length with the time to transmit a single symbol Ts

with Ts = 1/R. Thus, the main factors influencing the time
on air are the payload length and the spreading factor.

B. LoRaWAN Channel Access

LoRaWAN uses the EU 863 – 870 frequency range for mes-
sage transmission [14]. There, eight frequencies are usable for
LoRa uplink messages with an additional one for frequency
shift keying. One channel is reserved for downlink data. In this
work, we assume full independence of the channels and thus,
no message collision of data transmitted in different channels.
For that reason, we only analyze a single one and assume
extrapolation to the other channels is valid. Similarly, it is done
in literature studying message transmission, channel access, or
LoRaWAN data transmission quality in general [13], [7], [15].

Today’s LoRaWAN uses an ALOHA like version of ran-
dom access [12] for channel access. The theoretical maximal
utilization is 18.4 % [16], however, the actual performance
is better because of the very robust physical layer in Lo-
RaWAN [17]. Nevertheless, alternatives are studied recently.

With listen before talk, the frequency of listening on the
channel in advance to a LoRa transmission and data is only
transmitted if it is free. A different alternative is slotted
ALOHA, where a time division multiple access approach is
added to the pure ALOHA channel access. There, messages
can only be transmitted in pre-defined time slots and sensors
have to wait for the next available slot with their transmission.
However, this comes with additional synchronization overhead
and has been shown to work only if the time on air of all LoRa
messages in the network is similar [18]. The last introduced
approach is a complete time scheduling of LoRa messages.
This increases the overhead in comparison to slotted ALOHA
since each sensor has a pre-defined slot for its transmission
and can not simply select the next slot. However, in theory, this
approach can avoid message collision completely and increase
the error-free throughput significantly [7].

C. LoRaWAN Quality Metrics
If we assume coverage of all sensors in a deployment, a

good LoRaWAN has a small collision probability to avoid
message loss, a low energy consumption, and a high energy
efficiency for message transmission. For that reason, these
quality influencing metrics are discussed in the following.

Collision Probability: The collision probability in this
work is defined as the percentage of message transmissions
that overlap in time with other messages. According to litera-
ture, messages transmitted with different spreading factors [17]
or with the same spreading factor [19] can be decoded and
are not always lost. However, message recovery can not be
guaranteed in both cases. That is why we study the worst case
and assume that all overlapping messages, independent on the
used channel access approach, collide and are lost.

Energy Consumption: Different channel access ap-
proaches can have an impact on the collision probability in
LoRaWAN [7], but also influence the energy consumption. It
is shown in [11] that almost all the energy in the process of
a LoRa transmission with random access is consumed in the
following states: transceiver wake up, actual message trans-
mission, open an optional receive window, optional reception
of data, and optional data processing. Alternative channel
access approaches like listen before talk or slotted ALOHA
have waiting and listening states, where additional energy is
consumed. Thus, there is a trade-off between reducing the col-
lision probability and an increasing energy consumption due to
synchronization, listening on the channel, data reception, and
data processing. For that reason, a pure concentration on the
total consumed energy per device can draw wrong conclusions
with regard to LoRaWAN quality.

Energy Efficiency: A potentially better metric to bench-
mark different approaches is the energy efficiency. It com-
pares the required energy to transmit data with the best-case
transmission [20], without collisions, message overhead, or
any overhead like message re-synchronization from complex
channel access approaches.

D. Modeling Energy Consumption
The energy model presented in this work extends our

generic channel access model [11]. There, we identify different
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relevant states sti a sensor can assume during a LoRa trans-
mission: wake up transceiver st1, the actual data transmission
st2, wait for transmission start st3, listening on the channel
st4, open receive window st5, data reception st6, and data
processing st7. These states during message transmission
are required for all available device classes in LoRaWAN.
The only difference between the classes is the way, devices
open receive windows and consequently, the time devices
can remain in sleep mode. While class A devices only open
receive windows after data is transmitted, class B devices
regularly open windows to receive potential information from
the gateway. In contrast, class C devices always keep a receive
window open to be online for potentially arriving gateway
messages at the cost of higher energy consumption during
normal operation. However, as this behavior does not affect the
message transmission itself and class B device can also open
receive windows directly after a transmitted message, it does
not influence the energy investigation and modeling conducted
in this work. Consequently, we assume the usage of class A
devices, having the most limitations with regard to availability
for gateway messages and the least energy consumption. The
energy consumption Etotal of a LoRa message transmission
cycle from transceiver wake up to the return back into sleep
mode is obtained by summing up the required energy Ei in
each of these states. It is dependent on the channel access
approach and can be computed by multiplying the required
power Pi in each respective state i with the time Ti the
sensors remain in the state. However, we observe that not all
of these states are relevant to quantify differences in energy
consumption. The wake-up transceiver state st1 is the same for
all transmissions, independent on the channel access approach.
Therefore, it only needs to be considered if the complete
transmission cycle is evaluated to determine, for example, the
battery lifetime. It can, however, be omitted when the channel
access approaches are compared. Furthermore, the model can
be improved if the different states are simplified. This means,
the process of opening a receive window can be abstracted
to a wait and a listen operation. Likewise, a listen operation
is equal to a reception operation if the antenna is powered
in the same way and acknowledgments or other data can be
received there. An additional reception process can be added
again if more data must be received. However, large update
transmissions are not expected with LoRa, since sensors have
often only limited processing capabilities and the gateways
also need to comply with the duty cycle. Details about the
resulting energy consumption equations are available in [11].

E. Related Work

Improving a LoRaWAN by in-depth collision probability
studies, energy consumption analysis, and alternatives to ran-
dom channel access are recently discussed by researchers.
Especially channel access studies date back to 2016, when
Bankov et al. investigated it first [12]. Since then, different
researchers analyzed the performance of random access [21] in
a LoRaWAN or studied alternatives beyond ALOHA [6]. Espe-
cially slotted ALOHA is considered as an alternative medium
access control approach [22], [23], [24]. However, it is proven

to only work efficiently if the time on air for all messages
in the network is similar [18]. An alternative is listen before
talk, coming with additional overhead for channel sensing and
a benefit in reduced collision probability [8], [7]. In contrast,
a time scheduled approach for all messages promises the
avoidance of all collision [7]. However, synchronization can be
a challenge, as LoRa devices often use cheap hardware only.
Nevertheless, all these approaches have one thing in common:
There is either no energy consumption and energy efficiency
investigation available in literature or the studies rely on very
specific hardware that makes comparison rather complex.

From an energy consumption point of view, literature
already studied the energy performance for LoRaWAN in
general [9] or for LoRaWAN for Industry 4.0 applications in
particular [25]. Furthermore, energy consumption values for
different sensors transmitting with LoRa are measured [10],
[9], and energy models exist for LoRaWAN [10], [11]. While
a hardware independent energy model exists for IoT in gen-
eral [26], to the best of our knowledge there is none available
yet for LoRaWAN. In [27], the authors propose a redefined
energy model for LoRaWAN that is validated using empirical
measurements, taking the number of nodes and the resulting
collision probability into account. The authors of [28] present
an empirical measurement study on the energy consumption
of LoRaWAN among others. Using these results, they analyze
the battery lifetime in general and for real life use case. Lastly,
in [29], an ns-3 simulation for LoRaWAN is implemented
using real life measurement results to investigate the power
consumption of the different states in a LoRa transmission.
To this end, we aim to eliminate the gap of a missing
hardware independent energy model for LoRaWAN from the
literature. Therefore, we normalize the energy consumption of
all processes during a LoRaWAN transmission and identify
key metrics that influence the energy consumption. We use
this as input for an energy model and analyze different
channel access approaches in detail. Consequently, we provide
a generic model that is able to describe the energy efficiency
of a wide range of LoRaWAN deployments.

III. ENERGY MODEL DESCRIPTION

This section introduces a hardware independent energy
model for LoRaWAN channel access approaches. First, the
general energy consumption for a LoRa message transmis-
sion is modeled. Afterwards, different channel access specific
characteristics are explained and modeled in detail. The energy
models from literature lack in two main situations: (1) a more
complex behavior during channel access, i.e. multiple listening
on the channel operations, wait times, or optional states that
do not occur for all transmissions are not properly covered
and (2) a comparison of different channel access approaches
without specific hardware specifications and thus, the energy
requirement between them is not possible. To overcome these
limitations, we express the transmission behavior for different
channel access approaches in more detail in the following.
This includes the behavior during message collision, listening
on the channel, waiting for transmission, and time synchro-
nization for different channel access approaches. According
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to literature [7], listen before talk and time scheduled are
the most promising alternative approaches to current random
channel access. For that reason, these approaches are studied
in more detail in this work. Since slotted ALOHA is only
suggested in very specific scenarios, in which the message
time on air variance is small [7], [18], it is omitted in the
following consideration.

A. LoRa Transmission Processes

Different channel access approaches can be compared by
analyzing the sensor’s behavior during transmit, wait, re-
ceive, and process [11]. The probability to start one of these
procedures or processes, the duration of each process, and
the energy consumption for a sensor in each process is of
major interest. However, the energy requirement to process
any received data is not directly related to the transmission
behavior itself and is dependent on the used hardware. To
cover this, a random variable E0 is added to model every
additional energy consumption with a constant power p0 and
time T0, being the time between two data transmission starts
of the sensor. It covers, among others, the sensor’s general
energy requirement for data measurement, processing of any
data, and the energy consumption during sleep mode. In this
work, no parameter study of the named procedures is done
as the energy consumption of them is independent on the
channel access approach. Please note that we omit the analysis
of minor changes in the duration of the sleep mode as a
result of different channel access approaches, as the energy
consumption for idle or sleep modes is several orders of
magnitude smaller compared to all active processes [10], [27],
[28]. The general equation for the total energy consumption
Etotal based on the energy consumption for transmit (E1),
wait (E2), and receive (E3) and independent on the access
approach is given by

Etotal = E1 + E2 + E3 + E0. (1)

B. General Notation Details

In the following, this very general equation is further
analyzed. All important variables for the following energy
model with an explanation are summarized in Table I. The
convention with the indices is as follows. Every variable with
a single index (e.g. Ei) describes the behavior in a specific
process with i = 1 for transmit, i = 2 for wait, i = 3 for
receive, and i = 0 for channel access independent procedures.
The second index is for channel access specific variables (e.g.
Ei,j) with j = ra for random access, j = lbt for listen before
talk, and j = sc for the time scheduled approach.

C. LoRaWAN Energy Model

The total energy consumption Etotal described in Equa-
tion 1 is still dependent on the used channel access approach
and the hardware. Though, we can describe the required energy
for a LoRa transmission by the power pi over time Ti the
end device is in the different processes i. Note, since we
do not consider any power peaks, e.g. at the beginning of a
transmission, we use a constant average power consumption pi

in process i here. Then, we normalize the time with a standard
time tmin during the well known transmission process. There-
fore, we use the minimal time on air ttoa,SF=7,sy=1 = tmin,
a sensor requires to transmit data in LoRaWAN for time
normalization. This is the time on air to transmit one symbol
sy with spreading factor SF 7 using random access without
wait, receive, or any collisions. We obtain

Etotal =

3∑
i=1

pi · Ti + E0 =

3∑
i=1

pi · tmin · Ti

tmin
+ E0 (2)

=

3∑
i=1

E∗
i · T ∗

i + E0 (3)

with E∗
i as required energy for the minimal duration tmin

in process i and T ∗
i as normalized time in process i. With this

normalization with the minimal transmission time on air tmin,
we can directly express the difference between the investigated
transmission and the best case with T1 = tmin and no overhead
from other processes.

Dependent on the underlying hardware, the required energy
in the different processes can vary, while the normalized time
T ∗
i is usually dependent on the channel access approach and

the amount of transmitted data. For example, if a transmission
takes twice as long as the above-mentioned optimal one, e.g.
due to double the number of transmitted symbols, we achieve
T ∗
1 = 2 for the transmission process.
Next, we express differences in the energy consumption

between transmit, wait, and receive for the same duration with
constant scaling parameters c2 for wait and c3 for receive.
These scaling parameters are the energy cost differences for
wait and receive respectively compared to transmit. They can
reflect the influence of different sensors or the difference in
the energy consumption between processes and need to be
adjusted based on the underlying hardware. In this way, we can
describe the energy consumption of all processes in relation
to the consumption E∗

1 for data transmission with

Etotal = E∗
1 (T

∗
1 + c2 · T ∗

2 + c3 · T ∗
3 ) + E0. (4)

If a message transmission of one second requires ten times
more energy than waiting for one second, c2 is equal to 0.1.

Based on these findings, we can answer our first research
question RQ1 as follows: It is possible to model the energy
consumption of a LoRa transmission in general way for
arbitrary hardware if the energy requirement is normalized
by the minimal possible time on air. The energy requirement
of processes like listening on the channel or additional wait
times can be modeled with energy consumption ratios between
these processes and the energy consumption during data
transmission.

D. Process Duration Modeling

While the total energy consumption of a LoRa transmission
cycle is described in Equation 4, the different behavior during
each process dependent on the channel access approach is not
covered yet. Since the main influencing factor of the different
processes on the overall energy consumption is its individual
duration.
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Table I: Summary of important model notations (random variables in capital letters, constants in lowercase letters).

variable explanation variable explanation variable explanation

Ei energy consumption in process i E0 channel access independent energy
between two transmission starts

E∗
i energy in process i in time tmin

Ti time in process i tmin minimal transmission time on air
for normalization

T ∗
i normalized time in process i

pi required constant average power
in process i

Ttoa time on air for transmission ci constant scaling parameter

Etotal energy consumption of complete
transmission cycle

Elora energy consumption of all
transmission cycles in the
complete LoRaWAN

Eeff energy efficiency of the LoRaWAN

channel access specifics

Nj req. number of receive windows
if access approach j is used

Ti,j time in process i if access
approach j is used

ti,j,o constant time in process i with access
approach j if receive window is opened

Tdrift,total clock drift since last
re-synchronization

tslot slot length in seconds Trcf duration between drift out of slot and
actual successful re-synchronization

Tdrift time drift in seconds between
two transmissions

psync,sc,perfect probability to receive sync
message in perfect time slotted

psync,sc probability to receive sync in collision
affected time slotted

pcoll,sync collision probability of sync
message

X number of listening windows pcoll,lbt probability detecting an lbt channel as
occupied when listened on the channel

T!"#

optional X channel 
sensing windows

t

t$,&," t$,&,"t',&," t',&,"

transmission 
part

optional 𝑁! receive 
windows

t',& t',&t$,&

Figure 1: Visualization of transmission cycle

As introduced above, the transmit process is always required
during a LoRa message transmission cycle. Its duration is the
transmission time on air Ttoa of the transmitted message and
is independent on the channel access approach. Thus, we can
describe the time on air for all approaches as

Ttoa = T1,ra = T1,lbt = T1,sc = T1 (5)

However, the total duration for wait and receive during a
complete transmission cycle is dependent on the channel
access approach. An example transmission cycle is visualized
in Figure 1. Ahead of the actual data transmission, shown
in green, it is possible to open optional listening windows in
blue, as it is done with listen before talk. After a transmission,
optional receive windows are possible, shown in red. In the
following, such listening and receive windows are investigated
for each approach individually. In particular each duration is
studied, relevant for the energy consumption calculation.

Random Access: Random access has the least overhead if
data is transmitted without any possibility to receive messages
and the sensor immediately returns to sleep mode after a
transmission. Besides this simple procedure, a transmission
with random access can contain an optional data reception
possibility, where one or more receive windows are opened.
This adds one or more wait and reception process to the actual
data transmission, since according to LoRaWAN standardiza-
tion, ahead of each reception window, the sensor waits for a

pre-defined duration [30]. This is symbolized by the optional
receive windows after the transmission part in Figure 1.

The wait time T2,ra during a transmission cycle can then be
calculated with

T2,ra = Nra · t2,ra,o (6)

with Nra ∈ N0 as random variable for the number of receive
windows and t2,ra,o as pre-defined constant single wait time.
Considering all transmissions in the network where random
access is used, the expected total wait time E[T2,ra] is

E[T2,ra] = E[Nra] · t2,ra,o. (7)

The random variable to describe the reception time T3,ra

during a transmission process with random access can be
defined by

T3,ra = Nra · t3,ra,o (8)

with t3,ra,o as duration for the opened receive window. Again,
considering all transmissions in the network, the expected
reception time E[T3,ra] during a transmission procedure for
random access can be defined by

E[T3,ra] = E[Nra] · t3,ra,o. (9)

Time Scheduled: Next, the wait and reception time is
analyzed if the time scheduled (sc) approach is used. The
wait time T2,sc and the reception time T3,sc calculation if
a reception window is opened is similar to random access.
However, the constant wait duration t3,sc,o, and the number of
receive windows Nsc can be different.

Data that need to be received if the time scheduled ap-
proach is used can include, similar to random access, mes-
sage acknowledgments and, different to random access, re-
synchronization messages. While the decision, whether re-
ceive windows are opened to receive acknowledgments is
dependent on message acknowledgment settings, similar to
random access, it is different for the probability psync,sc
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to re-synchronize the sensor’s clock. This re-synchronization
probability is dependent on the clock drift of the end device,
the slot length, and the collision probability for the re-
synchronization message. In the following, we assume no
additional required receive windows for message acknowledg-
ments, to not require additional resources at the end device. In
a working time scheduled approach, no messages collide due
to distinct message slots [7]. In any other case, for example
if messages collide with random cross-traffic, the sender is
either not informed about the data loss or the required energy
for additional receive windows needs to be added to the en-
ergy consumption calculation afterwards. Considering the re-
synchronization messages only, the probability psync,sc,perfect
to open a receive window and receive a re-synchronization
message in perfect conditions without any collision is

psync,sc,perfect = P (Ttoa + Tdrift,total > tslot) (10)

with tslot as total slot length and Tdrift,total as total time drift
of the sensor’s clock since last re-synchronization. However,
real LoRaWANs suffer from message collisions or losses. For
that reason, we extend the equation to

psync,sc = P (Ttoa + Tdrift,total > tslot + Trcv) (11)

with Trcv as total duration between the message transmission
exceeded the slot because of the clock drift and the actual
re-synchronization message arrived successfully. Considering
the expected value of the random variable Tdrift for the clock
drift, a fixed slot length tslot, and a collision probability of
the re-synchronization messages pcoll,sync, we can achieve a
single equation for the probability psync,sc to receive a re-
synchronization message in the time scheduled approach after
a message is sent in a collision affected channel with

psync,sc =
E[Tdrift]

(tslot − E[Ttoa]) +
E[Tdrift]

1−pcoll,sync
− E[Tdrift]

(12)

Note that we assume a loss of all colliding messages. Since
we assume transmissions of individual sensors in fixed slots
and thus, after constant time intervals similar to [7], we can
explain the calculation with Figure 2. The figure shows seven
example slots over time for a message with an expected
length E[Ttoa], symbolized by the green boxes. Note that for
simplicity reasons, we did not visualize any guard times in this
example. In a real setup, they are required between slots to
avoid collisions with messages in the following slots. However,
adding guard times does not influence the calculation of
psync,sc. From slot to slot, the expected time drift of the
messages is E[Tdrift].The message has been re-synchronized
to start its transmission at the beginning of its first slot. That
is why the sensor has tslot−E[Ttoa] ’space’ to drift. Dividing
this by the expected drift time E[Tdrift], the synchronization
probability is achieved in a perfect network without any
collision. But since we also consider message collisions in our
LoRaWAN, this synchronization probability must be adjusted,
as explained in the following.

A sensor is re-synchronized when its message transmission
drifts out of the assigned slot, as shown between slot four and
five. However, the re-synchronization message is assumed to

re-sync

E[T!"#]t$%"!

E[T&'()!]
remaining 
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Figure 2: Example visualization of slots and clock drift

be lost in this example. In contrast to other operations, where
a lost message directly influences the device behavior and
increases or reduces the energy consumption, in LoRaWAN
both the sensor and the gateway do not know the loss until
the next message is sent from sensor to gateway. Then, the next
message exceeds its slot limits again, as shown between slot
five and six, and the gateway sends a new re-synchronization.
Until this point, no additional energy is consumed by the
sensor and the probability to receive a re-synchronization
message psync,sc is not adjusted. This is only required, when
the sensor actually receives the re-synchronization message.

Since a message loss is equal to a less frequent recep-
tion of re-synchronization messages at the end device, the
calculation of the re-synchronization probability psync,sc can
be adjusted by extending the slot length by one expected
time drift E[Tdrift] for each unsuccessfully transmitted re-
synchronization. Thus, we add E[Tdrift]

1−pcoll,sync
for each required

re-synchronization message to the denominator and subtract
E[Tdrift] for the successfully received re-synchronization.
Contrary to common sense, many colliding messages reduce
the sensor’s energy consumption since fewer messages are
received and the re-synchronization rate is reduced. However,
a too high collision rate of re-synchronization messages may
lead to sensors drifting out of their slots and colliding with
messages transmitted from other sensors in adjacent slots. This
can lead to a complete break in the time scheduled channel
access approach as described in [7]. Thus, it is essential to
set up the slot length in a suitable way, reducing both energy
consumption and avoiding collisions.

Finally, we achieve a wait time T2,sc during a transmis-
sion cycle if receive windows are only opened when a re-
synchronization message arrives correctly of

T2,sc = psync,sc ·Nsc · t2,sc,o (13)

and an expected total wait time E[T2,sc] of

E[T2,sc] = psync,sc · E[Nsc] · t2,sc,o. (14)

The random variable T3,sc, for the reception time when the
time scheduled approach is used is

T3,sc = psync,sc ·Nsc · t3,sc,o (15)

and the expected reception time E[T3,sc] considering all trans-
missions in the network is

E[T3,sc] = psync,sc · E[Nsc] · t3,sc,o. (16)

Note that in reality it is very unlikely that the sensor opens
receive windows only when a re-synchronization message
arrives correctly. Thus, this consideration is a best case inves-
tigation and the actual probability to open receive windows is
most likely higher.
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Listen before Talk: For listen before talk, the time to
transmit data and the handling of receive windows is similar to
random access. However, the listening on the channel process,
shown ahead of the transmission in Figure 1 must be taken
into consideration to avoid collisions.

Channel Listening Procedure: The listening on the chan-
nel process determines whether a channel is free for a device
to send its data. Besides avoiding potential collisions, it adds
additional receive and wait times and increases the energy
consumption of the device. Listening on a channel is equal to
a data reception process and occurs before each transmission.
In addition, the wait process occurs if the channel is detected
as occupied during receive. Wait and receive before each
transmission can be described by the geometric distribution,
while wait is not necessarily always needed, in particular not,
if the first receive process detects no other message. Let X be
a random variable describing the number of listen windows
until encountering an empty one. In this case, X follows the
geometric distribution that describes the number of trials k
until first success (k = 1, 2, ...) with pcoll,lbt being the mean
probability to detect a channel as occupied when listened on
a channel. We can hence compute the mean number of trials
before the channel is free as the first moment of the geometric
distribution with

E[X] =
1

1− pcoll,lbt
. (17)

Since the wait process is not required when the channel is
free, the random variable T2,lbt to describe the wait time in a
complete transmission cycle can be achieved with

T2,lbt = E[t2,lbt] · (E[X]− 1) +Nlbt · t2,lbt,o. (18)

The pre-defined expected wait time E[t2,lbt] when another
message occupies the channel is multiplied with E[X] − 1
to achieve the expected wait time ahead of the actual trans-
mission. A single wait time t2,lbt can be defined as constant
value or as random variable. For example a general simulation
study in [7] shows good results with a random value between
0.4 s and 1.75 s. Furthermore, similar to random access, the
expected wait time after a transmission is added, achieved by
Nlbt · t2,lbt,o. Again, this leads to an expected total wait time
E[T2,lbt] considering all listen before talk transmissions in the
LoRaWAN of

E[T2,lbt] = E[t2,lbt] · (E[X]− 1) + E[Nlbt] · t2,lbt,o. (19)

The receive time T3,lbt is achieved by

T3,lbt = t3,lbt · E[X] +Nlbt · t3,lbt,o, (20)

where the channel listening time t3,lbt to avoid collisions is
set to a pre-defined constant value and is multiplied with
the expected value E[X] for the number of channel listening
operations. Again, with Nlbt · t3,lbt,o, the receive time after
the actual message transmission is added similar to random
access. Thus,

E[T3,lbt] = t3,lbt · (E[X]) + E[Nlbt] · t3,lbt,o (21)

is the expected total receive time considering all listen before
talk transmissions in a LoRaWAN. While all wait and receive

times can be defined in the network setup phase, the proba-
bility pcoll,lbt to detect another message at the channel when
a sensor listens to it during listen before talk is dependent on
the load in the network and the network setup. However, to
fully describe the behavior of listen before talk, an in-depth
understanding of this probability is required.

Collision Avoidance Probability: In a well planned Lo-
RaWAN, each sensor transmits to its closest gateway, inter-
feres with a minimal number of other sensors for a minimal
duration to avoid collisions [31], [15], but also avoids the
hidden node problem. The hidden node problem in LoRaWAN
can occur, if obstacles are in the line of sight transmission of
sensors, but also if sensors are placed in opposite directions
from a gateway with possible transmission distances to the
gateway but not to the other sensor. Since the location of
obstacles is highly dependent on, among others, the network
setup, urbanization, and topology, it is omitted here and
the focus is on sensor location only. The influence of the
sensor location on the collision probability by the hidden
node problem is visualized in Figure 3. The figure displays
a center gateway (GW) and two sensors s1 and s2. Both
sensors transmit to the central gateway GW indicated by the
black arrows. Dependent on the distance to the gateway, a
sensor receives a spreading factor. Larger spreading factors
allow transmissions across longer distances at the cost of
longer transmission airtime [31], [32]. Thus, unnecessarily
large spreading factors should be avoided to minimize the
time on air of the transmissions [15]. In the example figure,
areas where sensors are able to transmit to the gateway are
marked with different spreading factors. These areas are placed
circularly around the gateway starting with spreading factor 7
in the middle and using spreading factor 9 in the outside circle.
Higher spreading factors are not added for better visibility.

In this example, sensor s1 uses spreading factor 9 for its
transmissions in the spreading factor 9 area to make sure its
data can be transmitted to the gateway. In contrast, sensor
s2 uses spreading factor 8. The usage of larger spreading
factors and thus, longer transmission distances lead to larger
interference areas for both sensors. Sensor s1 interferes all
sensors in the red shaded area in this example. In this area,
the gateway is included showing that a transmission to the
gateway is possible. In addition, sensor s2 is also in this
area and if sensor s1 transmits data, sensor s2 can also hear
the transmission. For that reason, it is not influenced by the
hidden node problem when sensor s1 is transmitting. In such
a case, sensor s2 could avoid a collision by delaying its own
transmission if listen before talk is used.

However, the situation is different if sensor s2 starts a
transmission. Its green interference area does not include
sensor s1 and if sensor s2 transmits data while sensor s1 plans
to start a transmission, it can not hear sensor s2’s transmission.
Thus, sensor s1 would also transmit and the messages collide.

To model this behavior for all sensors si in a network with
a set of sensors S, we the probability that a sensor si can hear
any other sensor sj with si, sj ∈ S. Then, we can determine
the probability for a wait procedure when listen before talk is
used. Therefore, we map the area of a complete LoRaWAN to
a single line l. In Figure 3, this line l connects the gateway with
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Figure 3: Schematic representation of the proposed collision
avoidance model for listen before talk

the outer circle of spreading factor 9, while for the calculation
it also includes the other spreading factors up to spreading
factor 12 in more outside regions. In the next step, the line is
discretized in n sections, highlighted by the example section
xi for section i. It is delimited by the distance d1(xi) and
d2(xi) to the gateway GW. By calculating the area A(xi) with
i ∈ 1, 2, ..., n of the complete circle, shown in blue, with a
minimal distance to the gateway of d1(xi) and a maximal
distance to the gateway of d2(xi), the circular representation
of the network can be mapped to a one line representation with
l(i) = A(xi). For the area calculation, the following holds true

n∑
i=0

A(xi) =

12∑
i=7

A(SFi) = A(GW), (22)

with A(SFi) as area where sensors transmit with spreading
factor i and A(GW) as complete area the gateway GW
’covers’. After this step, each area A(xi), or l(i) contains
the following information: area size, minimal, maximal, and
mean distance to the gateway, number of sensors in the area it
represents, and the spreading factor all these sensors transmit
with to be able to reach the gateway. In this work, we assume
an uniform spacial distribution of sensors in the complete net-
work to achieve the average hidden node probability per sensor
transmitting with spreading factor i. However, the calculation
works similarly for each area A(xi) if an uniform spacial
distribution of sensors in A(xi) but differences between A(xi)
and A(xj) are visible. Otherwise, the calculation is done for
each sensor individually.

In a last step, the interference percentage is calculated for
each l(i) with each other l(j) with j ∈ 1, , 2...n. Thus, as a
result, we receive for each area l(i) the number of sensors
located in the area and the number of sensors that can be
heard in area l(i) from any other area l(j) in the network.
If we map this to sensors and spreading factors, we can, for
example, calculate the number of sensors with their respective
spreading factors that are heard by a sensor s transmitting
with its spreading factor sf located in l(i) or in general in a
specific spreading factor area. If this is done for all sensors

in the network, or averaged for all spreading factors in the
network, we can determine the hidden node probability for all
sensors in the network.

Listen Before Talk Back-off Model: The wait probability
for listen before talk is equal to the probability a sensor
si detects another transmission from any other sensor sj
when it wants to start its own transmission or during a pre-
defined sensing interval before the transmission attempt. To
determine the wait probability and duration, the probability
another message occupies the channel and is detected must be
calculated. This wait duration, a so called back-off, is usually a
delay for the next transmission attempt for a specific duration.
Thus, besides the arrival rate of new transmission attempts,
also these retrials influence the general load in the network
and must be taken into consideration.

Assuming exponentially distributed inter-arrival times, we
can model our network as a simple M/GI/1 queuing model
if the number of transmissions, and thus, arrivals is large
enough and sensor transmission start times are random [33],
[34]. The transmission channel is a single processing unit with
general independent processing time distribution equal to the
time on air. Messages arriving when the channel is occupied
are immediately rejected (perfect listen before talk without
retrial queue). If we extend the system to listen before talk
with retrials after a channel was occupied, an additional finite-
source retrial queue can be modeled, presented for example
in [35] and surveyed in [36]. It extends the system to a two-
dimensional queuing model with the number of messages in
the back-off phase in the second dimension. A numerical
solution for the system for an exponential processing and back-
off time is provided by [37]. However, we show in [7] that
an exponential back-off time is not reasonable in LoRaWAN.
Especially very short and long back-offs lead to unnecessary
more back-offs or require long waiting times. Both would
increase the energy consumption unnecessarily. Thus, the
final listen before talk model for LoRa can be described as
GI/GI/1 model with a finite-source retrial queue. A similar
model is evaluated by Wüchner et al. in [38]. However, the
authors rely on the MOSEL-2 evaluation tool [39] to obtain
numerical results. For that reason, we also use a simulation in
this work to validate our modeling approach, discuss influenc-
ing factors for variances, and obtain a performance evaluation
for the presented channel access approaches in LoRaWAN.

E. Energy Consumption and Energy Efficiency

Last, the average energy consumption Elora of all transmis-
sion cycles in the LoRaWAN can be calculated with

Elora =

|S|∑
i=1

(Etotal,si)

|S|
(23)

for all sensors s ∈ S with S as the set of all sensors, dependent
on the used channel access approach. However, this does not
consider potentially lost messages due to message collisions.
As we outline above, the collision and back-off probability for
listen before talk can be obtained via simulation. Furthermore,
perfect time scheduled can avoid collisions completely if slots
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are chosen large enough, sensors are re-synchronized correctly
and timely, and the amount of cross-traffic is low [7]. If
the currently state-of-the-art channel access approach random
access is used, the arrival process of new messages can be
estimated as Markov arrival process according to Metzger et
al. [33], if the number of devices in the network is large. We
assume a sufficiently large number of messages since for a
few sensors, this analysis is pointless due to the low number
of collisions. Thus, the expected collision probability pcoll,s
for a sensor s can be calculated in the random channel access
case for a given time frame T with

pcoll,s = 1−

(∏
a∈S

(1− Ps,a)

)
(24)

with
Ps,a =

Ttoa,s + Ttoa,a

T
. (25)

with Ps,a as probability for a collision of a message from
sensor s with transmission time on air Ttoa,s, and sensor a with
transmission time on air Ttoa,a in the time interval T . By the
product of the complementary probabilities (1− Ps,a) of the
collision probabilities between s and all a ∈ S\s, we achieve
the probability for no collision of the message transmitted
from s in the time interval T . As a consequence, pcoll,s is the
collision probability of a message transmitted by s in the time
interval T . Thus, the collision probability is dependent on the
load in the network and the sensor’s sending rate. Depending
on the collision probability and additional overhead from wait
and receive, the energy efficiency Eeff can then be determined
for the complete LoRaWAN. It is achieved by normalizing
the expected required energy to transmit data E[E1] with the
average energy consumption Elora for a complete transmission
cycle. Furthermore, the collision probability pcoll needs to be
considered. This leads to

Eeff =
E[E1] · (1− pcoll)

Elora
=

E∗

Elora
. (26)

We can extend the energy efficiency consideration by adjusting
the required energy to transmit data. Instead of using E[E1]
as expected required energy to transmit a message, E∗ can be
defined as minimal possible required energy to successfully
transmit a message. With this adjustment, additional parame-
ters like message overhead as a result of the coding rate or the
message header can be included. Furthermore, the influence of
the spreading factor, unnecessarily large payload, and message
collision can be considered. Thus, with the adjustment, further
studies on the Quality of Information in a LoRaWAN can
be conducted by comparing the minimal required payload,
spreading factor, and thus message transmission time on air
with the minimal possible energy consumption. However, such
studies directly influence the collision or loss probability, e.g.
if the used spreading factor is adjusted. For that reason we
focus on energy efficiency studies without additional message
parameter or spreading factor adjustments to compare the
channel access approaches only.

To this end, we can answer our second research question
RQ2. The key metric to quantify the energy consumption to
transmit data is the time on air of LoRa messages. To achieve

results for energy efficiency, in addition, the collision probabil-
ity is of major interest. For a further insight in the behavior of
all channel access approaches, the probability to open, and the
duration of receive windows is of interest. Finally, to determine
channel access specific results, the device clock drifts influence
the required number of re-synchronization messages that must
be received when the time scheduled approach is used and
the number and duration of back-offs for listen before talk
influence the general energy consumption.

IV. SIMULATION STUDY AND SCENARIOS

To validate the presented model and outline influencing
parameters leading to variances in the results or deviations
from the model, a LoRaWAN channel access simulation is
implemented. First, the simulation approach is introduced and
afterwards, channel access specific characteristics, simulation
parameter, and evaluation scenarios are defined and discussed.

A. General Simulation Approach

The general simulation approach contains four steps, intro-
duced in the following.

Step 1 - Establish Sensors: First, all sensors are established
with their locations. Therefore, a center gateway at locations
x = y = 0 is established, and all sensors are evenly
placed around it up to the maximal transmission distance with
spreading factor 12. To calculate the distance a sensor can
transmit with a specific spreading factor, the Hata path loss
model is used [40]. The model is commonly used for LoRa
or other mobile communication types while the usage of other
models is described in literature [41] and can be applied inter-
changeably. For the model, we apply a gateway height and a
sensor height of 3 m to achieve bi-directional communication.
Furthermore, a tolerable Received Signal Strength Indicator
of -131 dBm, -134 dBm, -137 dBm, -140 dBm, -141 dBm, and
-144 dBm for spreading factors 7 to 12 respectively and an
urban area is used. Then, the possible transmission distance
for spreading factors 7 to 12 is 715 m, 843 m, 995 m, 1174 m,
1240 m, and 1463 m. Thus, the maximal transmission distance
with spreading factor 12 is 1463 m based on the model. Note
that neither the used path loss model nor the parameter settings
influence the model or the statement of this work. Other
models and parameters can be used interchangeably. The same
holds true if sensors are distributed differently. Afterwards, a
spreading factor is assigned to each sensor dependent on its
distance to the center gateway and the Hata model distances.

Step 2 - Access Specific Setup: In this step, all channel
access specific settings are processed. Since the behavior and
the energy consumption of the time slotted approach can be
calculated based on the message length, the slot length, and
the clock drifts, no simulation study is done. To compare our
results with a simulation study, we refer to [7]. For listen
before talk, it is required to know which sensors are in direct
transmission range and thus, which message transmissions can
be detected when listened on the channel. These sensors are
determined for all listen before talk sensors by the possible
transmission distance and the location of the sensors consid-
ering the hidden node problem as visualized in Figure 3.
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Step 3 - Message Transmission: When everything is
established, a random payload in the range of 1 B – 51 B is
assigned to each sensor to emulate different transmission
behaviors. This range is chosen since it is the maximal range a
sensor can transmit with spreading factor 12. All other LoRa
message parameters are kept as defined in the background
Section II. Then, the time on air for all transmitted messages
is calculated. Please note that the time on air calculation and
all required parameters are independent on the channel access
approach for better comparability. For each transmission, a
transmission start time is calculated as a random time between
0 and one transmission time frame. Each sensor transmits once
in this time frame. By adding the calculated time on air to the
transmission start time, the transmission end time is achieved
and thus, the time each sensor blocks the frequency band. If
the transmission end time of a transmission exceed the time
frame, it is considered again in the following one.

Step 4: Collision Simulation: After all transmissions are
set up, each sensor transmits with its pre-defined approach
according a pre-defined scenario. If messages overlap in time,
they are considered as message collisions. Furthermore, the
number and duration of back-offs is monitored during the
listen before talk approach. After the simulation, different
performance metrics are extracted based on the evaluation
scenario to calculate, among others, energy consumption and
energy efficiency of the approaches.

B. Scenario Description

To evaluate the presented model, compare the channel ac-
cess approaches, and conduct comprehensive results regarding
energy consumption and efficiency of different LoRaWAN
channel access approaches, different scenarios are defined with
specific goals, introduced in the following.

S 1: Model Validation and Variation Determination: In
the first scenario S 1, the presented energy model and the listen
before talk modeling approach is validated by the simulation.
Key influencing metrics on the results are discussed and
variances between model and simulation are quantified. These
key metrics are the spreading factor, the payload, the collision
probability, the sensors in range that can be heard to avoid
collisions in listen before talk, and their respective spreading
factor. Variations of these metrics have a direct influence on
the resulting energy consumption and efficiency.

S 2: Channel Access Approach Comparison: The focus of
scenario S 2 is on the different channel access approaches. For
each approach, variable parameters are studied to obtain the
most energy efficient parameter setting. For random access,
the number of sensors, the probability and duration before
a receive window is opened, and the actual receive window
length can be varied. When listen before talk is used, in ad-
dition, different sensing and back-off duration is investigated.
Lastly, the main focus for time scheduled is on the probability
to receive re-synchronizations. This can be influenced by the
slot length and the average clock drift of sensors.

S 3: Energy Value Adjustment and Approach Comparison:
In the last and third scenario S 3, the goal is to determine
the best channel access approach for different LoRaWAN

deployments and discuss benefits and drawbacks of the ap-
proaches. Therefore, to consolidate our model with realistic
energy values for transmission, message reception, and wait
operations, we consulted the work of other authors [28], [27].
From these, we extracted a range from 18 mA to 28 mA for
the power consumption during transmission and 10.5 mA for
receive. During waiting or idle periods the transceiver needs
2.033 mA. Based on this, the power consumption to receive
data is varied between 30 % and 60 % of transmit, and wait
requires between 7 % and 12 % of transmit. With these values
as input, we compare the different channel access approaches,
random access, listen before talk, and time scheduled.

General Simulation and Evaluation Settings: For each
simulation in each scenario, we simulate between 50 and
800 sensors in steps of 50 to achieve results with small
and larger load and different expected collision probability
in the network. To obtain statistically significant results, 200
simulation runs are conducted for each individual parameter
setting. The duration of a single simulation run is 3600 s
and each sensor transmits once in this time frame. This is
valid for a sufficiently large number of devices according to
Metzger [33]. The locations for all sensors and the payload is
re-assigned 20 times to investigate the influence of different
payloads and spreading factors.

V. EVALUATION

This section evaluates the defined scenarios and answers the
remaining research question. Therefore, the energy model is
validated by a simulation and key influencing metrics for a
LoRa transmission and the energy consumption are presented.
Afterwards, an energy efficiency study for different channel
access approaches is presented, followed by a numerical
evaluation with real energy values from literature.

A. Scenario S 1: Model Validation

To validate the model and determine the possible variance
in the transmission behavior influencing the presented energy
model, first, key transmission metrics are discussed. If the
general structure of a LoRa message is not adjusted and the
focus is only on the transmitted data and the distance to the
gateway, the message payload and the used spreading factor
for the transmission are of key interest. Both influence the
transmission time on air and thus, the energy consumption
during a LoRa transmission.

Spreading Factor and Payload: For that reason, the
expected energy consumption E1 for the actual LoRa transmis-
sion is calculated first. Besides a random payload assignment
between 1 B and 51 B, the spreading factor the sensors transmit
with is achieved for each sensor by placing them in a circular
way around the gateway, as described in the first step of the
simulation approach in Section IV-A. This leads to 23.872 %
of all sensors transmitting with spreading factor 7, 9.374 %
with spreading factor 8, 12.951 % with spreading factor 9,
18.101 % with spreading factor 10, 7.520 % with spreading
factor 11, and 28.181 % with spreading factor 12. By assigning
a random payload to all sensors, an average time on air of
0.789 s is achieved. This is the average time in the transmission
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Figure 4: Comparison random access: Impact of payload and
spreading factor

procedure described by the random variable T1 in Equation 2.
The minimal possible time on air tmin is 0.029 s and thus, T ∗

1

in Equation 2 is 27.268 by a normalization of the average time
on air with the minimal possible time on air. All results are
rounded to three digits after the comma to simplify reading.

This average theoretical value is compared to the result
from the simulation study for random access in Figure 4
for different numbers of sensors in steps of 100 for better
readability. The y-axis shows the deviation between the model
and the simulation, the x-axis shows the number of sensors.
The errorbars are the 90 % confidence interval. A positive
deviation indicates higher value by the simulation compared to
the model, and vice versa. For the known SF result, presented
by the orange bar, the spreading factor is achieved from the
sensor and only the payload is unknown. Thus, the time on
air is calculated for the model with a random payload and the
known spreading factor. For the mean ToA result, presented by
the brown bar, both the payload and the spreading factor are
not known in the model and the simulation result is compared
to the average theoretical value of T ∗

1 = 27.268.
First, the results show a small difference between model

and simulation. The maximum deviation is about −0.2 · tmin,
and thus, only 0.2 · 0.029 s. Second, we see that knowing
the spreading factor reduces the variance a lot but increases
the average deviation between simulation and the model. If
an average time on air is used, the model matches with
the simulation result very accurately on average and the
confidence intervals always overlap with zero deviation. With
a variance of less than 0.2 · tmin, the result is also acceptable.
Consequently, the result shows that knowing the spreading
factor is a good indicator for the model in the first glance. This
knowledge can narrow down the possible time on air. However,
if a more accurate prediction is required, it is essential to know
the exact time on air determined by the spreading factor and
the payload. We can conclude that the model can handle the
large variance in the time on air for LoRaWAN and we can
describe the transmission process accurately.

Collision Probability: Next, the collision probability is of
key interest, as it determines the percentage of messages ar-
riving correctly at the receiver side. This value also influences
the total energy efficiency of the channel access approaches.
Therefore, Figure 5 presents a comparison between simulation
and modeling results to answer the question, whether the
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Figure 5: Comparison random access: Collision probability

model can deal with the large variance of the time on air
of LoRa transmissions in the average case if the collision
probability is the target metric. The y-axis of the figure
represents the collision probability and the x-axis, again, the
number of sensors in steps of 100. The black bar presents
the simulation results, the brown bar the modeling result,
where the spreading factor and the payload is known. Both are
compared to the yellow line where, again, the average time on
air of 0.789 s is applied. This is similar to no prior knowledge
about the transmission time on air of the sensors. The 90 %
confidence intervals are very small and show thus, only
small variance in the results. First, as expected, the collision
probability is increasing for both the model and the simulation
with an increasing number of sensors. If we compare 100
and 200 sensors, the increase in collision probability nearly
doubles while the increase flattens down slowly with more
sensors. This behavior is already visible with increasing load
in LoRaWAN in the literature [13]. Furthermore, we see that
the simulation matches with the model if the time on air is
known with less than 0.2 % deviation in the worst case. The
confidence intervals for the simulation and the model, where
all information is known overlap for all number of sensors,
except 800. Thus, we see no statistically significant difference.
If the time on air is not known, highlighted by the yellow
bar, the model matches with the simulation or overestimates
it slightly. Differences are between less than 0.1 % and 0.9 %.
This minor difference is a result of the large variance in the
time on air for all transmissions. Thus, we can conclude that
the model can deal with the large variance of the time on air as
a result of different spreading factors also when we model the
collision probability. This is relevant for all channel access
approaches but with this insight, the model is validated for
random access.

Hidden Node Problem: To model listen before talk, the
validation must be extended to cover the hidden node problem.
Therefore, the question is answered, whether the model is
accurate if the collision avoidance probability is determined.
The result is presented in Figure 6. The figure shows the
difference in percent between the model and the simulation
for the probability of a sensor transmitting with a specific
spreading factor SFx (y-axis) that it is heard by another
sensor transmitting with SFy (x-axis). This is a measure for
collision avoidance potential, as all sensors that hear each other
can avoid collisions using listen before talk. For example, the
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Figure 6: Comparison listen before talk: Hidden node study
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Figure 7: S2 - theoretical comparison: energy efficiency of
different approaches

0.053 % value in the top column of Figure 6 is the probability
difference between the simulation and the model that a sensor
transmitting with spreading factor 7 can be heard by any other
sensor transmitting with spreading factor 10. The smallest
difference of 0.001 % is visible when a sensor is transmitting
with spreading factor 7 that can be heard by other sensors
transmitting with spreading factor 8 shown in the top column.
Furthermore, we see for more then 10 % of the presented
combinations a difference of less than 0.01 % and for more
than 70 % a deviation of less than 0.1 %. The largest difference
is detected, when a sensor is transmitting with spreading
factor 12 and whether it is heard by another sensor in the
spreading factor 12 area. However, with about 0.2 % deviation,
the model is validated as working correctly with only minor
mismatch for each single spreading factor. Furthermore, the
average probability that a random sensor hears any other
sensor is calculated as 35.13 % by the model. Using the
simulation, the results are between 34.76 % and 35.37 % for
50 to 800 sensors in steps of 50, and as a result, very small
for all numbers of sensors. For that reason, if a sensor does
not re-attempt its transmission, both the collision probability
and the probability for an unsuccessful transmission attempt
can be modeled.

B. Scenario S 2: Channel Access Approach Comparison

Besides model validation, we investigate different channel
access approaches by means of energy efficiency. Therefore,
the channel access approaches random access, listen before
talk, and time scheduled are compared in the following with
different parameter settings. Since the sensor location and thus,
spreading factor assignment and payload determination is the

same for each approach, only the performance of the channel
access influences the energy efficiency.

Energy Efficiency Comparison: For that reason, different
parameter settings for the three channel access approaches,
random access, listen before talk, and time scheduled are com-
pared initially, summarized in Figure 7. The y-axis represents
the energy efficiency defined in Equation 26, with an energy
efficiency Eeff = 1 defined as optimal case and a collision
free data transmission without any wait, back-off, listen, or
reception time. The errorbars indicate the 90 % confidence
intervals again. The x-axis plots the number of sensors and the
different colors represent different parameter settings for the
channel access approaches. The black bar shows the best case
random access (RA BC) scenario from an energy efficiency
point of view. There, no receive window is opened and thus,
only data transmission is considered. The deviation from the
most energy efficient transmission is only a result of message
collisions, increasing with more sensors because of a load
increase with more messages in the network. Similarly, the
best case listen before talk (LBT BC) depicts listen before
talk with listening on the channel, a random back-off between
0.4 s and 1.75 s, as suggested in [7] if the channel is occupied,
and message transmission if no other message is detected. In
this best case scenario, it is assumed that both listening on
the channel and any back-off consumes no energy. Thus, the
difference between the base case random access and the best
case listen before talk presents the maximal possible energy
efficiency improvement potential if listen before talk is used.

Since in reality, additional listening on the channel and
back-off consumes energy, this is included in the next listen
before talk scenario, presented by the orange bar (LBT WC;
cs = 0, w = rnd). The cs parameter describes the channel
listening duration, and the w parameter the wait duration
for the back-off if another message has been detected. Thus,
if cs = 0, it is only checked whether the channel is free
at the point in time, a sensor attempts to transmit data. In
this example, we assume no energy consumption for this
procedure. However, if another message is detected, a back-
off is started and energy is consumed. Here, we assume the
same energy consumption for the same duration of wait and
transmit as worst case assumption.

The last scenario discussed in Figure 7 is the worst case time
scheduled (Scheduled WC). An analysis of the best case time
scheduled approach is pointless, since its energy efficiency
is equal to 1. In that case, no collisions occur and no re-
synchronization is required because of no device clock drifts.
In the theoretical worst case, each sensor is re-synchronized
after each transmission which leads to an open receive window
wait time and a data reception after each transmission. In this
worst case assumption, we further assume that the energy
required for wait and receive is equal to transmit. The wait
time is set to 1 s before a reception window is opened, stated as
default value to open the first receive window in literature [12].
The reception duration is set to 0.926 s as maximal duration to
transmit data with spreading factor 12. Thus, we guarantee that
a sensor can receive data, independently on the used spreading
factor. The results show a drop in the energy efficiency of time
scheduled down to 29 % in the worst case. However, there is
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Figure 8: S3 - realistic energy values from literature: Comparison of energy efficiency of different approaches

different improvement potential by limiting the reception or
wait duration, consuming less energy during wait or receive,
or trigger the re-synchronization process less frequently by
less clock drift of the sensors or larger slots.

In general, we can draw several conclusions from these
studies. First, when the load in the network is low, random
access performs similar to listen before talk from an energy
efficiency point of view. In this case, only few collisions occur
anyway. Second, time scheduled performs, although avoiding
all collisions, much worse than listen before talk and random
access in the worst case for all investigated loads. However,
there is improvement potential to perform a lot better than
the worst case setup. Third, if the load is increased, listen
before talk improves in general against random access if
the energy requirement to listen on the channel is not taken
into consideration. Consequently, we already see statistically
significant different energy efficiency results comparing listen
before talk and random access having 200 sensors in the
network. Thus, listen before talk is a viable alternative to
random access with large load in the network if we analyze
LoRaWAN from an energy efficiency point of view. Lastly,
the performance of listen before talk is highly dependent on
the energy consumption ratio for the back-off and for data
transmission. If additional consumption during back-off is
small, the resulting energy efficiency converges towards the
brown bar. In contrast, if it is high, it converges towards the
orange bar and an energy consumption maximum during back-
off similar to the value during transmit can be assumed. Please
note, to determine the final energy efficiency of listen before
talk we also need to include the consumption during listening
on the channel discussed in the following.

Listen Before Talk Energy Efficiency Study: To study the
energy efficiency of listen before talk, the impact of different
listening and back-off duration on the collision probability
and the total back-off duration is investigated. Longer channel
listening time and additional back-offs is only meaningful if in
return, the collision probability or the total back-off duration
is reduced. Our simulation results show that a longer back-off
does not impact the collision probability since it only changes
the next transmission attempt time and does not modify the
load in the network. In contrast, longer channel listening
duration even increases the average collision probability. This
behavior is expected since longer channel listening requires a
free channel for a longer time to start another transmission.
Thus, short free channel slots are not used and total load

increases. Taking the total back-off duration and the total
number of back-offs into consideration, a good trade-off is
already achieved with a random back-off between 0.4 s and
1.75 s as described in [7]. A longer listening time detects more
messages but again, also avoids short free channel slots. Thus,
the total number of back-offs and the total back-off duration
is increased. For that reason, a minimal duration to listen on
the channel followed by a back-off between 0.4 s and 1.75 s
is suggested for listen before talk. To this end, the general
energy efficiency for listen before talk is delimited by the
energy efficiency of the best case listen before talk (LBT BC)
and the worst case listen before talk with up to no channel
listening time and the random back-off (LBT WC; cs = 0,
w = rnd), as plotted in Figure 7. Note, in addition to the
energy efficiency for LBT WC; cs = 0, w = rnd, the required
additional energy to listen on the channel must be added.
This impairs the overall worst case energy efficiency for an
additional percentage, dependent on the energy requirement
for channel listening and is considered in the following.

C. Scenario S 3: Realistic Energy Value Study

In the last evaluation scenario, the energy efficiency for the
different channel access approaches is compared, using realis-
tic energy values from literature [28], [27]. The result is plotted
in Figure 8 for different parameter settings. The best case
random access (RA BC), with no receive windows, and the
best case listen before talk (LBT BC), with no required energy
for the listening and the back-off process are taken from the
previous evaluation as reference values. Both bars are plotted
with horizontal line markers for better visibility. The results are
compared to minimal (min, diagonal line marker) and maximal
(max, no line marker) consumption results for random access
and listen before talk. In the minimal (min) case, the power
consumption to receive data is 30 % of transmit as defined
as minimal value in the scenario definition (Section IV-B).
For wait, 7 % is used. In the maximal (max) case, 60 % and
12 % is used for receive and wait respectively. In addition, the
time scheduled approach with minimal energy consumption
for wait and receive is plotted by the brown bar. Furthermore,
the LBT max sense scenario, presented by the yellow bar in the
figure, also considers the energy consumption of a one second
listening interval. An additional energy consumption of 0.45 %
of transmit is added to listen on the channel, as average receive
energy consumption. The results show that, again, listen before
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talk performs similar in little load situations and better than
random access for high load, if no energy is required to listen
on the channel. In the channel listening case (LBT max sense),
listen before talk performs worse than best case random access
(RA BC) but similar or better than random access with receive
windows (RA min and RA max). Moreover, the decline of
the energy efficiency using random access or listen before
talk stems from two components. First, the message collisions
and second, the overhead from other operations, including
the opening of a receive window, when we need to listen
on the channel, or when the sensor has to wait. The number
of collisions increase with an exponential relationship to the
load in the network [37], and thus, to the number of sensors.
In contrast, the overhead from other operations increases
linearly. Consequently, the decline using random access, and
in particular using the best case random access (RA BC)
where the energy efficiency decline only stems from collisions,
is faster than when we use listen before talk. If we further
compare random access and listen before talk, more message
collide with smaller load using random access. Consequently,
already a minor load increase in the network has a larger
influence on the collision rate, and thus the energy efficiency of
random access. We can see this behavior when we compare the
different black bars for random access with a different number
of sensors in the network, in particular comparing 100 sensors
and 200 sensors, where the largest difference is achieved.
Furthermore, the open receive window and receive procedure
is similar for random access and the time scheduled approach.
Though, in contrast to random access, no collisions occur
when time scheduled is used. This leads to a better energy
efficiency than random access with receive windows if the
load is small and even improvement against best case random
access for a large load and many sensors. If data reception is
only assumed when a message is successfully transmitted to
the gateway without any collision, the energy efficiency for
random access is improved by up to 3 % for 800 sensors (RA
min scenario). For RA max, it is up to 4 % improvement. In
the time scheduled case, the energy efficiency can be improved
by 10 % if every second transmission is re-synchronized only.
A further improvement by 7 % and close to 10 % is achieved if
only 20 % and 10 % of all message must be re-synchronized.
With 10 % message re-synchronization rate, we achieve an
energy efficiency of 89 %. Finally, we can answer our last
research question RQ3 as follows. The most energy efficient
channel access approach is random access if the load in the
network is small, no receive windows are required, and no
data collide. If message collision is taken into consideration,
listen before talk improves energy efficiency against random
access if the energy required during channel listening can be
minimized. Nevertheless, the best channel access approach is
time scheduled, as it can avoid all collisions and works in a
very energy efficient way if the re-synchronization rate as a
result of sensor’s clock drifts is small.

D. Example Calculation for Practical Usability

A network provider wants to deploy sensors for a Lo-
RaWAN. Before the deployment starts, the question arises

which channel access approach has to be chosen in terms of
energy efficiency. Our evaluations with realistic values from
literature show in Figure 8 that the usage of different channel
access mechanisms has a significant influence on the energy
efficiency and thus, on potential deployment decisions. In the
following, we perform an example calculation to demonstrate
this impact in a real LoRaWAN of an example provider.
According to energy consumption measurements from liter-
ature [27], the energy demand to transmit LoRa messages
is up to 39.43 mA. The average time on air to transmit
LoRa messages with spreading factor seven and a random
payload between 1 B and 51 B is 89.81 ms. Consequently,
this is the shortest average duration a transceiver needs to
be powered to transmit messages. Note, we use the range
of 1 B to 51 B payload since this payload can be transmitted
with all available spreading factors. Multiplying the energy
demand with the transmission duration, we require 3.54 mA
on average with perfect energy efficiency for one transmission
using 39.43 mA. In addition, 2.268 mA is required to wake
up the transceiver [27]. If we assume the usage of a cheap
and tiny battery with 500 mAh where we can use 85 % of
the total capacity as suggested by Semtech [42] and 25 % of
the remaining capacity (106.25 mAh) for transmission only to
have additional battery for, among others, sensor operation,
sleep mode, and data processing, we are able to transmit
about 108,000 messages with one battery if we consider only
message transmission or about 66,000 messages if we also
consider transceiver wake up. This is equal to a battery life
time of 12.3 years if we do not consider the transceiver
wake up and 7.5 years if we consider transceiver wake up,
respectively. Consequently, the battery can run 7.5 years with
perfect energy efficiency (energy efficiency equal to 1.00 in
Figure 8) and a message transmission once an hour if we
consider transceiver wake up. In contrast, applying the best
case usage of random access (RA BC), we achieve a battery
life time of 7.18 years for 100 sensors and 5.29 years for
800 sensors with the values from Figure 8 if we would like
to transmit the same number of messages without errors. If
we consider 800 sensors and BC max, we can only achieve
a battery life time of 4.00 years. Consequently, the selection
of an energy efficient channel access approach has a massive
impact on the battery life of sensors, and in return the service
quality of a LoRaWAN, the frequency a provider has to
exchange batteries or the complete sensors, and thus, the
resource demand for new sensors in such a networks.

VI. CONCLUSION

The recent opening of Amazon Sidewalk to the public
using LoRaWAN for Long Range communication will further
foster the adoption of LoRa. However, to work reliably and
in an energy efficient way, alternatives to the error-prone
random channel access are currently researched. Listen before
talk and a time scheduled channel access have been proven
as suitable alternatives but an in-depth and general energy
study was missing. We close this gap and propose a general
and hardware-independent energy consumption and energy
efficiency model for LoRaWAN describing data transmission,
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wait times, and data reception. Furthermore, we model random
access, listen before talk, and time scheduled and compare
the approaches in this work. Our results show that the time
on air and the collision probability, as the most important
metrics to determine the energy efficiency, can be modeled
very accurately. The hidden node model for listen before talk
achieves only a deviation of 0.2 % to a simulation in the
worst case. Our general energy efficiency study suggests to
use random access only, if no additional receive windows are
opened and network load is small. Listen before talk can
improve energy efficiency against random access by up to
20 % in high load situations if minimal energy is required
to listen on the channel. Thus, we suggest to focus on energy
consumption reduction to listen on the channel in the listen
before talk case. Lastly, the time scheduled approach is the
best choice, if the clock drift of sensors is small. Nevertheless,
this is the most complex approach and further studies are
required on the additional energy demand at the sensor to re-
synchronize the clock. In addition, not all sensors are capable
of clock re-synchronization or some clock drifts can be too
large for a practical usage.
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